
MAC Case No.27 of 2019(D)

ORDER

L8-L2-2O2L The Judgment is pronounced in the open court

and made part of the case record.

In the result, the claim petition is allowed,

awarding total compensation of Rs.9,50,000/-

(Rupees rl*gr,na}ryr:w,?nd. onry). o P

No.3i.e.ffi. is directed ,,,,,-J,4
A)|;.b dZ

to make payment of the aforesaid amount with .-tt - l*
interest thereon @ 6 o/o per annum from the datu''//--
of filing of the case i.e. on till full and final realization

within a period of 30(thirty) days from the date of r'

receipt of order into the Bank Account of the MACI, '

Sonitpur, Tezpur,

( R. Glcswami.)
Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,

Sonitpur, Tezpur.
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. MAC. Case No.27l2019(D)

ORDER

The C,R. is put up today.

There is an error apparent on page No. 15 of the

judgment delivered on l9-t2-2021, order portion of the

judgment as due to accidental slip instead of O.P. No. 3

United India Insurance Co, Ltd., Proforma O.P. No. 3,

New India Assurance Co. Ltd. has been directed to pay

the compensation awarded to the claimants,

The judgment and the accompanying order dated

t8-12-202t is corrected accordingly in the light of section

152 of CPC. The insurer of the offefUing vehicle, in order

portion of the judgment, New India Assurance Co. Ltd, is

substituted by O.P. No, 3, United India Insurance Co,

Ltd..

Communicate the order to the parties concerned.

M ern bcr
Molor Accident Ci?irns Tribuna

6oiitprr,Iezpur
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IN THE COURT OF THE MEMBER, MOTOR ACCIDENT

CLAIMS TRIBUNAL, SONITPUR AT TEZPUR

Present Sri R. Goswami.,
Member,
Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,
Sonitpur, Tezpur.

1,

MAC Case No.27 of 2019(D)

Smti. Uma Devi Pradhan,

D/O Late Chandra Bahadur Pradhan,

Smti. Tulsi Devi Pradhan,

D/O Late Chandra Bahadur Pradhan,

Both are permanent resident of

Vill. Dhenukhana Pahar, TezPur

P.O.& P.S. TezPur,

Dist. Sonitpur, Assam,...........Claimants.

-Versus-

Md. Anuwar Hussain.........Opposite party.

Son of Md. Sayed Ali,
R/O vill. AmolaPam, NaPam , TezPUr,

P.O.& P.S. TezPur,
Dist. Sonitpur, Assam,

Owner of the vehicle AS-01/BC-1627( Truck),

Sri Dilip Singh,
Son of Bulo Singh,
R/O Vill. Kasokoni, Solmara,
P.O. Solmara,
P.S, Tezpur,
Dist. Sonitpur, Assam,

( Driver of the vehicle AS-0UBC-1627( Truck),

1.

2.



3.

1.

2.

United India Insurance Co. Ltd',

Branch Manager,
Tezpur Branch,
P.O. & P.S. TezPur,
Dist, SonitPur, Assam,

Insurer of the vehicleOwner of the vehicle AS-0l/BC-

1627( Truck).

SriRajoniKalita.....'.. Proforma Opposite party'

Son of B.C. Kalita,
R/O Vill. Jyoti Prasad Agarwalla Road, Tezpur,

P,O&P.S.TezPur,
Dist. SonitPur, Assam,
(Owner of the vehicle No' AS-12D/4424(Platina Bajaj

Motor cycle)

Sri Tarun Pradhan,
Son of Sri GoPal Pradhan,
R/O Vill. S.C. Road, TezPur,

P.O. & P.S. TezPur,
Dist. SonitPur, TezPur,
(Rider of the vehicle No. AS-12D/4424(Platina Bajaj

Motor cycle)

The New India Assurance Co. Ltd.

Tezpur Branch,
P.O. & P.S. TezPur,
Dist. SonitPur, Assam,
(Insurer oi the vehicle No. AS-12D/4424(Platina Bajaj

Motor cycle)'

ADVOCATES APPEARED

:-santosh Sharma,

Advocate.

:-H. Begum, Advocate.

:-T. Ghosh, Advocate.

:- Struck off.
:-Ex-pafte.
:- Paramjeet Singh

Setthi, Advocate.

For the claimant

For the O.P. No. 1& 2

For the O.P. No. 3

For the Proforma O.P. No.1

For the Proforma O.P. No.2

For the Proforma O.P. No.3

3.
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Date of Argument
Date of Judgment

-29-LL-2O2L.

=-t8-t2-2O2L.

JUDGMENT

This is an application u/s 166 of M.V Act 19BB filed

by claimants Smti. Uma Devi Pradhan and Smti. Tulsi Devi

Pradhan, praying for grant of compensation on account of

death of their brother in a RTA.

1. The case in brief is that on 22-lt-2014 at about 2-40

P.M. claimants' brother, Ganga Bahadur Pradhan, was on

his way toTezpur town from Dolabari riding pillion on a

motor cycle bearing registration No. AS-12/D-4424 that

his friend Tarun Pradhan was riding. On the way, at

Marabharali Tezpur, the motor cycle Ganga Bahadur

Pradhan was riding pillion had been hit by a truck coming

from behind its back. Ganga Bhadur Pradhan succumbed to

his injuries sustainedin the RTA on the spot. According to

the claimants Ganga Bahadur Pradhan was a bachelor and

was the only bread winner of the family. Hence this claim

petition.

2. O.P. No. 1 and 2 Anuwar Hussain and Dilip Singh

owner and driver respectively of the truck involved in the

accident in their joint written statement have not denied

involvement of their truck in the RTA on 22-71-20L4.

According to answering O.Ps their vehicle had a valid

insurance cover issued by United India Insurance Co. Ltd.

Page 3 of 18
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and theissue period of the insurance policy covers the day

of the RTA. Hence answering O.P be absolved from the

liability of payment of compensation to the claimants.

3. O.P. No. 3 United India Insurance Co. Ltd.,the

insurer of the offending vehicle, in its written statement

inter alia denied that the RTA in which the deceased

brother of the claimants had died resulted due to

negligence of the driver of the truck bearing registration

NO. AS-OIBC/L627.The answering O.Pclaimed the present

claim petition not being maintainable in law for failure of

the driver/owner of the insured vehicle to communicate

the information with regard to the date, time and place of

RTA, the name of the driver, pafticulars of his driving

license, particulars of persons injured or killed in the

accident and failure of the officer in charge of the police

station concerned to communicate a copy of the report

following information regarding the accident involving

death or bodily injury to any person is recorded within 30

days to claim tribunal, insurer and the owner of the

offending vehicle under section 134C and 158(6) of the MV

Act respectively. The answering O.P. further contended

that the driver of the offending vehicle did not possess a

valid driving license and as such the answering O.P.intends

adducing evidence in defence available uls- t49(2) (a) (ii)

of the Act for alleged violation of specific conditions of

policy.Sincepayment of award money to the third pafi is

subject tofulfillment of speciflc conditions of the insurance

Page 4 of 18
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policy, the answering O.P. claims to be exonerated from

this case.

4. Performa O,P. No. 3, New India Assurance Co. Ltd. in

its written statement claims to be exonerated from the

liabilityfor payment of compensation to the claimants as

the RTA in which the brother of the claimants died had

resulted due to negligence of the driver of the truck

bearing registration number AS-0UBC-1627.

5, Upon pleadings above following issues have been

framed.

I. Whetherthe deceased brother of the claimants

had died in the RTA on 22-LL-2014at about 2-40

P.M.that had been caused due to rash and

negligent driving of thedriver of the vehicle

bea ri ng reg istration No.AS-0 1/ BC I 1627 ( Truck)?

II. Whether the claimant is entitled to get any

compensation as prayed for? If so, from whom

and to what extent?

6. I have heard argument by Learned Counsels on both

sides. I have also perused the documents available on

record.

Issue No. 1

7. CW-1 Smti. Uma Devi Pradhan, one of the claimants,

in her deposition said that her 40 years old brother used to

earn Rs,9,000/- per month as professional driver. CW-1

fufther deposed that both she and her sister are dependent

on their deceased brother for their sustenance as thelr

Page 5 of 18
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parents had died long back. According to CW-1 she was

informed on 22-tt-2014at about 2-40 that her brother had

diedof injuries sustained by him in a RTA when the motor

rycle her brother riding pillion, on his way from Dolabari to

Tezpur Town, had been hit by a truck bearing registration

number AS-0tlBClL627.

Tezpur P.S.had registered a case, t34412014 u/s-

2791304(A)1338 IPC on the FIR lodged fottowing the

accident.

8. CW-1 exhibited following documents in her evidence:

Ext. 1

20t4.

Ext. 2

20t4.

is the ceftified copy of the FIR dtd. Z4-It-

2.

1.

is the accident information report dtd. 7-t2-

3. Ext. 3 is the certified copy of the charge sheet dtd.

18-01-2015 filed against driver of the offending

truck.

Ext. 4 is the seizure list.

Ext.5 is the income certificate of deceased

Ganga Bahadur Pradhan.

Ext. 6 is the certified copy of the post Mortem report

of deceased Ganga Bahadur pradhan.

4.

5.

6.

Member
Urler !r../. rr Cl.?,ms Tribu,t8,

i i,-. ,, : ..l]Ur
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9. In her cross-examination CW-1 claimed that her

deceased brother was 6 years older to her, CW-1 admitted

not being aware whether her brother was wearing a

helmet while riding pillion on the motor cycle involved in

the accident. CW-1 also admitted not having produced in

evidence any certificate of incomeof her deceased brother.

CW-1 claimed her brother earning Rs. 800/- per day. CW-1

stated her other four brothers living separately with their

families. CW-l denied the suggestion that she was not

dependent on her deceased brother and as such not

entitled to claim any compensation for the death of her

brother.

10. CW-2 Smti. Tulsi Devi Pradhan in the affidavit in her

evidence corroborated CW-1 on all material pafticulars .

11. In her cross-examination CW-2 claimed that her

deceased brother was younger to her. On the day of the

accident her brother was around 56 to 57 years old. CW-2

reiterated to her deceased brother driving commercial

vehicles before his death. CW-2 pleaded ignorance with

regard to the cause of the RTA as she was not an eye-

witness to the alleged occurrence.CW-2 denied the

suggestion that she was not dependent on her deceased

brother for her sustenance.

12. Now coming to the issue of negligence of the O.P-2

Dilip Singh, the driver of the offending truck bearing

registration No. AS-01BC11627 in causing the RTA I am

inclined to rely upon the information revealed in the FIR

Page 7 of 18Membcr
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ext. 1 dated 24-1L-2014 that reflects the alleged fact of

the offending truck, driven by OP-2, hitting the motor rycle
of the claimants' deceased brother. Ext-3 charge sheet

dated 18-01-2015 reflects that O.p.No-2, the driver of the

offending vehicle has been charge sheeted in the criminal

case. All above documentsrelating to the criminal case

registered against the O.P. No. 2 stand prima-facie proof of

complicity of OP-2, the driver of the offending truck, Dilip

Singh in causing the RTA in which the brother of the

claimants had died.

13. There is no eye-witness account with regard to
alleged occurrence. Section 169 of the M.V. Act 19gg

contemplates holding an enquiry u/s- 168 for arriving at
just compensation in the summery procedure.

14, To determine the negligence, I am belng guided by the judgment

repolted in 2009 ACJ 2BZ National Insurance Company Limited Vs.

PushpaRana wherein in it was held that in case the petitioner files the

certified copy of the criminal record or the criminal record showing the

completion of the investigation by the police or the issuance of charge

sheet under section 279/304 A IPC or the certified copy of the FIR or in
addition the recovery memo and the mechanical inspection report of the

offending vehicle, these documents are sufficient proof to reach to the

conclusion that the driver was negligent.

15. Now coming to the appreciation of evidence in a MAC

case which is not adversarial, two judges bench of our

Apex court in Sunita & others Vs Rajasthan SRTC & others

as reported in (2020)SCC 486. It was hetd by the Apex

tourt in the instant case that the approach in examining

the evidence in accident claim cases is not to find fault
Page 8 of 18
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with non examination of some '.best,,eye witnesses in the

case but to analyze the evidence already on record to
asceftain whether that is sufficient to answer the matter in

issue on the touch stone of preponderance of probability.

Thus in the light of the discussion of the evidence on

record, coupled with informations revealed in the FIR,

charge sheet and the seizure list exhibited in evidence by

CW-1 and in the light of the legal propositions arrived at In
decisions cited, I find the evidence is sufficient on the

touch stone of pre ponderance of probability to hold that
the RTA in which the deceased brother of the claimants

had died had resulted from negligence of the driver driving

the offending truck bearing registration No. AS-01BC lt6Z7.

Issue No. 2

16. CW-1, one of the claimants Smti. Uma Devi pradhan,

she had furnished ext.2AIRin Form 54 in her evidence. Ext_

2 indicates that the offending vehicle bearing registration

No.AS-018C/t627had been insured with United India

Insurance Co. Ltd,Tezpur Branchwith insurance policy

No.1307003114P101110198 that was vatid from 17-05-

2014 to 16-05-2015. The O.p.No.3the insurer of the

offending vehicle is not on record to have adduced any

evidence in the light of defenceavailable under section

_ t49(2)a(i) of the Act with regard to any alleged violation of
any specific conditions of the policy. Thus O.p.No. 3, the

\inrrr", of the offending vehicle is liable to indemnify the

insured O.P. NO. 1 with regard to payment of



I

compensation to the third pafi, the present claimantsas

the RTA in which claimants brother had died, is proved to

have taken place on 22-ll-2014, within the validity period

of insurance cover of the offending vehicle.

17. According to the claimants, their brotherwas a
professional driver, earning around Rs, 9,000/- per month.

In support of her claim CW-1 has produced ext-5 income

certificate issued by her deceased brother's employer.

However the person issuing the ext. 5 is not examined as

witness. Thus in absence of any plausible evidence in

suppoft of income of the deceased brother I am inclined to

consider minimum rate of wages paid to unskilled

labourers in the State of Assam in ascertaining the notional

income of the deceased. As per labour and employment

department Govt. of Assam notification dated

3/11/2015the minimum rates of wages of the State for

unskilled workerwas Rs.240l- per day and Rs.7200/- per

month with additional variable dearness allowance

permissible to industrial workers calculated on basis of

change in consumer price index. Thus in holdingRs.8000/-

as the established income of the deceased per month in

20L4, appears plausible. Thus I am inclined to consider

Rs.8,000/- as the monthly income of the deceased on the

day of the alleged occurrence to arrive at the

compensation on the head of loss of dependency due to

death

18. In his argument the ld counsel for the respondent
l
argued that present claimants arenotdependents of their
Page 10 of 18
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deceased brother and as suchare not entitled to

compensation under 166 of the M.V'Act 1988. The counsel

for the respondent had cited Manjuri Bera versus Oriental

Insurance company Ltd. repofted in 2007 ACJ 1279 in

support. Apex couft in the above decision held that even in

the absence of dependency, a legal representative who is

not dependent (married daughter in the case) can still file

an application for compensation under section 140 of M.V.

Act and the compensation will not be less than Rs.

50,000/-. The Apex Court said in paragraph 21 of the

judgment that the opinion is confined only to "No fault

Liability" under section 140 of the MV Act. According to the

ld counsel thisjudgment has left unanswered the issue of

entitlement to compensation under section 166 or 163A of

the MV Act by a claimant not dependent on the income of

the deceased.

19. However I am not inclined to agree with ld counsel

for the OP-3.The situation related to by learned counsel

above has been dealt with by Hon'ble Supreme Court in

National Insurance Co. Ltd. Vs Birender and others, in its

Civil appellate jurisdiction in Civil Appeal No. 242-243 of

2020 and Civil Appeal No. 244 of 2020.In para 15 of the

said decision in the light of provision of section 166 of the

M. V. Act and section 2 subsection 11 of CPC Hon'ble

Supreme Court held that though the sons of the deceased

were major and were cultivators but lived with their

deceased mother who was a office peon were never the

less were dependents on their mother's income and arrived

q : 'i /./
,./
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at the following legal proposition .,it is thus setUed by now
that legar representatives of the deceased have the right to
apply for compensation. Having said that it must
necessarily follow that even major married and earning
sons of the deceased being legal representatives have a
right to apply for compensation and it would be bounden
duty of the tribunal to consider the application irrespective
of the fact whether the concerned legal representatives
was fully dependent on the deceased #1o, to limit the
claim towards conventional heads onfy..Y........,,Thus it is
made clear that in awarding compensation to legal
representatives of the deceased who are not dependents,
the tribunal is not to limit the claim towards conventional
heads only.

20. In the present case both sisters CW_l and CW_2 in
their evidence categorically stated being unmarried and
being dependent on their brother, who was a bachelorfor
sustenance as their parents had died long ago. Unmarried
sisters being dependent on their brothers for sustenance is
not unusual in our families and I find no reason for
disbelieving the sworn in testimony of the craimant sisters.

21. Now coming to the submission of the ld advocate
with regard to the age of the deceased as mentioned in the
post mortem repoft, i.e 40 years being not acceptable as in
her cross examination CW_2 one of the claimantshad
saidthat her brother was around 56 to 57 years old at the
time of his death.

PaBe 12 of 18
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I am again not inclined to agree with the ld counsel

since the age as mentioned by CW-1 in the affidavit in her

evidence, submitted on 31312020, is 42 and in her cross

examination CW-1 claimed that at the time of his death her

brother was six years older to her.Since the RTA in which

the brother of CW-1 had died had occurred on 22-ll-2014,

the CW-l was around 37 years old and her brother must

have been around 43 years at the relevant point of

time.Now coming to the evidence of CW-2,she appear to
a/

have forgotten her agein her affidavit i.e.48 years,a month

later during her cross examination, as she claimed to be 60

years old. Her deposition in the cross examination is an

indication of irrationality and it cannot be ruled out that the

age of her brother i.e.56 to 57 at the time of his death,

mentioned by CW-2 in her cross examination may not be

right age of her brother and as such is not acceptableeven

on the touch stone of preponderance of probability.Thus I

am inclined to accept the age of the deceased as 43 years

on the day of the alleged occurrence.

22. In the recent case of National Insurance Co. Ltd. Vs

Pranay Sethi and Ors. reported in SLP (Civil) No. 25590 of

2014 it was obserued that while determining the income

of the deceased in case of self employed or on a fixed

salary an addition of 40o/o of the established income should

be the warrant where the deceased was below the age of

,{0 years. An addition of 25o/o where the deceased was

between the age of 40 to 50 years and 10% where the

Meurber
.il.rnl Cl:trrr5 Tribunsl
;. r,.-.r, l-::pur page 13 of 1g
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deceased was between the age of 50 to 60 years should be
regarded as the necessary method of computation.

23. In the case in hand, the age of the deceased was
43years when the accident took place. So 25o/o should be
added to his established income i.e Rs.8,000/_+ 2000=
Rs.10,000/-.

24. As per the case of Sarla Verma _vs._ DTC,IAIR
2009(6) SC t2Ll in the instant case the appticabte
multiplier is 14. It has also been contemplated in the
decision, deduction on personar expenses on the basis of
number of dependents the deceased had left behind and
envisaged 50o/o deduction in case deceased was a
bachelor.

25. In the instant case, the deceased being a bachelor
50o/o is deducted from his annual income on the
presumption that the deceased, had he been alive would
have spent the said sum on his personal expenses.

26. In the constitution bench judgment( National
Insurance Co. Ltd. Vs_ pranay Shethi &Ors.) the Hon,ble
Supreme Court has fixed compensation in case of death
reasonable figures on conventional heads namely_ Loss of
estate, consoftium and Funeral expenses at Rs. 15,000/_,
Rs,40,000/- and Rs. 15,000/_ respectively.

27. So, in view of the aforesaid discussion, in the instant
case, the computation of compensation is awarded as
follows :-

' page 14 of 18
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On the head of loss of dePendencY.

A) Annual income of the deceased Rs.10,0001-X 12

= Rs.1,20,000/-

B) After deducting 500/o of the annual income of the

deceased, amount comes to =Rs'60,000/-

C) After multiplied with multiplier, amount comes to

Rs. 60,000/-X 14 =Rs.8,40,000/-

I

Conventional Heads

D) Funeral expenses

E) Loss of estate

F) Loss of consortium

=Rs.15,000/-

=Rs.15,000/-

=Rs.80,000/-

(Rs.40,000/- for each claimant)

Total compensation awarded to claimants is

=Rs.9,50,000/-

(Rupees Nine lakhs fifty thousand)only.

28. Hence, issue No. 2 is decided accordingly'

ORDER

In the result, the claim petition is allowed, awarding

total compensation of Rs.9,50,000/- (Supees Nine lakhs
- 
tt*,, X*+ y'n rL. o g,,,-^ ez

fifty thousand on!y).o.P. No. 3 i.e. [l€]Al+d+++55'tirafi€e h,,-.y'4
?"% is directed to make payment of the aforesaid?rdjff

- -- amount with interest thereon @ 6 o/o per annum from the t'1/,t-1t"t

date of filing of the case i.e. on till full and final realization Wr*-'
within a period of 30(thity) days from the date of receipt

,'
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of order into the BankAccount of the MACT, Sonltpur,

Tezpur.

Given under my hand and seal on this l8th day of

December 2021.

Dictated and corrected by me

MEmbdr,
Motor Accident daims Tribunal,

Sonitpur, Tezpur.

( R.Gdswalni.0
Mem ber,

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,
Sonitpur, Tezpur.
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ANNEXURE

1. Witness of the Claimant:

(i) Smti. Uma Devi Pradhan.
(ii) Smti, Tulsi Devi Pradhan

2. Witness of the Defence:

None.

3.Claimant's Exhibits:

Ext. 1 First Information RePoft '

Ext. 2 Accident Information Report .

Ext, 3 Charge sheet.

Ext. 4 Seizure list.

Ext. 5 Income certificate.

Ext. 6 PM rePort.

4. Exhibits of the defence.

None.

(R. Go5wam.l
Member

|;MACT, Sonitpur".,
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